
106 Nevis Avenue
Hamilton, ML3 8UB

**CLOSING DATE WED 5TH MAY AT 12PM** Upload Abode is delighted to present this extended 3 bedroom end terrace
home in a quiet residential area of Little Earnock, Hamilton. This home benefits from a fantastic sun room extension,
generous rooms, contemporary kitchen/dining room and extensive garden.

Offers Over £135,000 3 1 3



Full Description
Upload Abode is delighted to present this extended 3 bedroom end terrace home in a quiet residential area of Little Earnock, Hamilton. This home benefits from a
fantastic sun room extension, generous rooms, a contemporary kitchen/dining room, extensive garden and stylish modern decor throughout.

Five things the current owner loves about their home:

1. The family room is a great space and we love how you get full view of the garden. 

2. Our open plan modern kitchen is great for entertaining and I love being able to chat to everyone while I cook.

3. The large garden is so quiet and private. We love the fact it`s so big you always have the sun and you have all your different seating areas.

4. We love being right next to the nature trail, great for getting the kids and the dog out walking and if your lucky there is usually a wee rope swing, not sure who
enjoys more, us or the kids! 

5. Our neighbours are all very lovely and friendly.

INTERIOR

Entrance to the property is via a decorative white composite door door that leads into spacious hallway with tiled flooring and access to the modern fully tiled WC. 

Lounge:
Open plan to the dining area and kitchen this bright room is well lit and neutrally decorated. 

Kitchen/Dining room:
This contemporary kitchen boasts white gloss handleless cabinets and integrated appliances for uninterrupted streamlined look. The white worktop, tiled
splashback and cabinet lightening add to the wow factor for this kitchen. Additional cabinets and seating are situated at the breakfast bar and tiled flooring leads to
the dining area perfect for meals and entertaining guests

Family room:
Our favourite room in this home is the family room. Surrounding windows and two skylights on the pitched roof, give this room a glow of natural light along with great
views of the garden. French doors lead out to the back of the property.

Master Bedroom:
Double bedroom with built-in mirrored wardrobes.

Bedroom 2:
Double bedroom with pink feature wallpaper. 

Bedroom 3:
Large double bedroom with laminate flooring. 

These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Intending
purchasers should not rely on them as statements of representation of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person
in this firms employment has the authority to make or give any representation or warranty in respect of the property.
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Bathroom:
White bathroom suite with grey laminate flooring, wetwall around the bath and overhead shower.

EXTERIOR

Situated on a large corner plot, the front of this property benefits from a driveway, lawn and path leading to the front door.

The rear garden consists of various areas. Artificial lawn is used as a kids play area with the outdoor garden building housing the hot tub. The garden is further
enhanced by a number of seating areas including raised decking and patio with stairs leading to the French doors. The garden continues to the side of the property.

Hamilton

Hamilton is the largest town in Lanarkshire and the 4th largest in Scotland. It has 2 railway stations Hamilton Central and Hamilton West with the commute to Glasgow
only 20 mins by train. Hamilton also has an excellent bus station with an express bus to Glasgow and direct routes to England.

If you have a young family it`s good to know Hamilton has 3 comprehensive high schools, 1 private school and a number of primary schools.

Entertainment wise Hamilton has a Premiership football team, direct access to Strathclyde Park, its own nightclub and a host of bars and restaurants. Our personal
favourites are Spice on Bothwell Road for some Indian Cuisine, Bar West for pub grub and Ronzio Coffee House for a light lunch.

Why choose Upload Abode to sell your home in Hamilton:

Reputation - We have acquired a fantastic reputation as a trustworthy and honest estate agent and are the most recent winners of Scotland`s Estate Agent of The Year
at the Herald Property Awards. We pride ourselves on our excellent customer service and have 100`s of 5 star reviews.

Innovation - We offer a cutting edge and dynamic approach to marketing your home with professional photography, innovative 3D Virtual Tours and Social Media
advertising all helping your property stand out online.

Cost - We are a fixed fee estate agent, offering a fair pricing structure with fantastic value for money.
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